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OF ELEMENTARY OPERATORS

BOJAN MAGAJNA

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. Let sf be a C*-algebra and f the algebra of all elementary oper-

ators on sf , and let a = (ax, ... , an), b = (b\, ... , b„) e sf" . It is proved

that b is contained in the closure of the set {(Eax, ... , Ea„) : E e £} if

and only if each complex linear combination Yfl=\ ^jbj is contained in the

closed two-sided ideal generated by S?=i ^jaj ■ In particular, a bounded linear

operator on sf preserves all closed two-sided ideals if and only if it is in the

strong closure of % .

1. Introduction, motivation, and notation

An elementary operator on a ring j/ is a map E: sf ^ sf of the form

m

Ex = ^2uixvi (x£Sf),
i=l

where u = (ux, ... ,um) and v = (vx, ... , vm) are fixed m-tuples of elements

of sf . In the last decade there has been considerable interest in such operators,

especially in the cases when sf is the algebra 38 (2f?) of all bounded operators

on a Hilbert space %*, the Calkin algebra or a general prime C*-algebra (see [1,

7, 8] and their bibliographies). In this note we will be concerned with algebras

of elementary operators on general C* -algebras.
Our study here is motivated by the following classical algebraic considera-

tions. For any unital algebra sf (over some field) the set % of all elementary

operators on sf is again an algebra (with the usual operations of addition, mul-

tiplication by scalars, and composition of operators). The algebra sf itself can

be regarded as a (left) module over I? , the submodules of which are precisely

the two-sided ideals of sf , and the module endomorphisms of sf are just the

multiplications by elements of the centre ^ of sf . For any positive integer 77

the direct sum sf" of n copies of sf is then, of course, also an f-module.

Let us consider the following question.

Given a, b £ sf", under what conditions does there exist an elementary

operator E £ I? such that Ea — b (that is, Eaj — bj for j — I, ... , n)?
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One necessary condition is obvious: since Eaj = bj (j = I, ... , n) implies

that E(Yfj=iXjOj) = Y?j=x^jbj for arbitrary central elements Xj £ sf , we

see that £w=i Ajbj must be in the two-sided ideal generated by YJ]=X ̂jaj ■

To shorten the notation, for every X = (Xx, ... , Xn) £ Wn and every x =

(x\, ..., xn) the linear combination YJ]=X ̂jxj wiU be denoted by X • x. Also,

let us agree that the word 'ideal' means a two-sided ideal and, for each x e sf ,

denote by (x) the ideal generated by x. We may now ask the following

Question 1. Is the condition that X • b £ (X • a) for each lef" also sufficient

for the existence of an elementary operator E on sf such that Ea = bl

In the special case, when sf has no nontrivial ideals, the answer to the

last question is affirmative. Namely, in this case the condition reduces to the

requirement that X • a = 0 implies X • b = 0 (for each X £ Wn), and since sf

is a simple f-module, the existence of E £ ^ satisfying Ea = b follows from

the Jacobson density theorem [11, p. 220]. In general, however, the answer to

Question 1 is negative, as is shown by the following example.

Example. Let %f be an infinite-dimensional (complex) vector space, 2? the

algebra of all linear operators on %?, &~ the ideal of all finite rank operators,

and c £ J? a fixed operator such that c £ SF and c2 £ SF. Let sf be the

subalgebra of & generated by &, c, and the identity operator 1, and put

a = (1, c), b = (I, c2). Then clearly the centre of sf consists of scalars only,

and it is easy to verify that the only proper ideals in sf are 0, !?, and the

ideal generated by 9~ U {c} . It follows that, with X = (Xx, Xf) £ ^2, the ideal

(X • a) = (Xx + XfC) is proper only if Xx — 0, and the condition X - b c (X • a) is

satisfied for all X £ W2. On the other hand, we shall now see that there is no

elementary operator E on sf such that Ea = b .

Assume to the contrary, that there exist w,-, vt £ sf (i = I, ... , m) such

that
m m

y^ 17,17;, = 1    and    ^ UjCVj — c2.

i=\ 1=1

Since the quotient algebra sf /^ is obviously commutative, the last two iden-

tities imply that c2 = c (mod &), but this is in contradiction with the fact that

c i 9~, C2 £ & .

We are now going to say a few words about the analogy of the above purely

algebraic question in the context of Banach algebras. Let sf be a complex

unital Banach algebra, and denote by [x] the closed ideal generated by an

element x £ sf . Given a positive integer 77 and a, b £ sf" we may now ask

Question 2. When does there exist a sequence ofi elementary operators E^ (k =

1,2,...) 077 sf such that Eka converge to bl

Obviously a necessary condition for the existence of such a sequence of el-

ementary operators is that X - b £ [X • a] for each X £ W" , but a simple mod-
ification of the example shows that this condition is not sufficient. (Namely,

in the Example we replace 2C by the algebra 38(Sf) of all bounded linear

operators on a separable Hilbert space %?, and & by the ideal 3lf(Slf) of all
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compact operators; we choose c £ 38 (%7)\3tf (%?) so that c2 £ J?(%f), and let

sf be the Banach algebra generated by 3lf(Mf), c, and the identity operator.)

Concerning general Banach algebras, we state here only one simple result.

Proposition 1.1. Let sf be a complex unital Banach algebra, and assume that

a = (ax,... ,a„)£Sfn is such that [X - a] = sf for every X f= 0, X £ C" . Then

for every b = (bx, ... , bn) £ sf" there exists an elementary operator E on sf

such that Ea = b.

Proof. The proof is by an induction on n. The case 77 = 1 is trivial, so let

n > 1. We must prove that %a = sf" , and for this it suffices to prove that

there exists En = E £ & satisfying

(1) Faj = 0 for j= I, ...,n-I    and   (Fa„)=sf.

For then, by the same argument, there exists for each i = I, ... , n an F,■ £ W

satisfying T^a, = 0 for j ^ i and (FjOj) = sf , and choosing Ej £ i? so that

EiFja, = bj (which is possible, since (T^a,) = sf), we see that the operator

E = J2l=i EiFi trien satisfies Ea = b . To prove the existence of F satisfying

(1), suppose, to the contrary, that no such F exists, and denote by JV the left

ideal in % consisting of all F £ % that satisfy F(ax, ... , a„_i) = 0. Note
that JVan is an F-submodule of sf and hence, an ideal in sf . Since by

assumption no F £ % satisfies (1), 1 £ JVa„ ; therefore, yfan is contained

in some proper maximal ideal J? of sf . By the induction hypothesis we have

%(ax, ... , a„-X) — sf"~x. Since JVa„ cjf,tne map

tp:sf"-x ^sf/Jf,        tp(Fax,...,Fan-X) = Fa„+J?   (F £ %)

is a well-defined homomorphism of I?-modules. Let tpx, ... , tpn-X be the com-

ponents of tp (that is, tp,■■: sf -> sf /Jf are g'-module homomorphisms such

that tp(xx, ... , x„_i) = ^"r,1 cpj(Xj) for each (x,, ... , x„_i) e sfn~x). For

each j the kernel of tpj must contain J( (since for each 777 e J( we have
tpj(m) = cpj(ml) = mtpj(l) = 0 in sf /J?). Hence tpj induces an endomor-

phism Xj of the l?-module sf /Jf. Such an endomorphism is necessarily a

multiplication by a central element of sf /Jf, but the centre of each simple

algebra is a field and the only field among the complex Banach algebras is the

field C of all complex numbers. It follows that Xj £ C for each j. By the
definition of tp we now have

n-l

an+Jf = cp(ax,... , an-X) = ^Xjaj+Jf.

7=1

Hence an-Yffff\ Xjaj £ ^, but this contradicts the assumption that [X-a] = sf

for each nonzero X £ C" .   □

In the remaining part of this note we confine our attention to C* -algebras,

where the necessary condition that X-b £ [X-a] for each leC" turns out to be

sufficient also for b to be in the norm closure of the set %a . At the same time

the analogous question in the context of von Neumann algebras is answered.
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At the end we shall also consider the so-called range inclusion problem for

elementary operators on factors.

2. The case of C*-algebras

Theorem 2.1. Let sf be a C*-algebra, <o the algebra of all elementary operators

on sf, n a positive integer, and a, b £ sf". Then b belongs to the norm

closure &a of %a if and only if for each leC" the element X-b is contained

in the closed ideal [X • a] generated by X-a.

If sf is a von Neumann algebra, then b belongs to the closure <§a of ^a

in the weak operator topology of sf" if and only if for each X e ff" (where ff

is the centre of sf) the relation X • a = 0 implies 1-0 = 0.

For a von Neumann algebra 3$ C 38(Sf) we denote by Mm,n(3i) the set

of all rn x 77 matrices with entries from 3$ , and we let Mn(M) = M„,„(3?).

Further, we identify 31" with Mn<x(3l) so that elements of 31" are regarded

as operators from Sf to Sf" . To prove Theorem 2.1 we first need a general-

ization of the well-known fact that every weakly closed ideal in a von Neumann

algebra is generated by a central projection [4, p. 443].

Lemma 2.2. Let 31 be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space Sf.

Then for each right 3i-submodule Jf in 3i" which is closed in the weak op-

erator topology there exists an idempotent p £ M„(3?) such that J! = p3l".

Moreover, if Jf is an 3$-bimodule, then p £ Mn(ff), where ff is the centre of

31.

Proof. Since Jf is a right ^"-module, we have

Jf = J[& = JfMx,n(3l)Mn, ] (3f).

Observe that JfMx^n(32) is a right ideal in the von Neumann algebra Mn(3$).

Hence there exists a projection p e Mn(M) such that ^£MX ,„(3l) = pMn(3?).

It follows that

J? = J?Mx,n(3l)MnA(3i) CpMn(3?)MnA(3?) = pMnA(3Z).

Since Jf is closed in the weak operator topology, the reverse inclusion also

holds:

J? = J?Mx,n(3?)MnA(3l)^J?Mx,n(3Z)MnA(3l)=pMn(3l)MnA(3l).

Hence Jf = pMn,x(3?) = p3?" .
Finally, suppose that Jf is an ^-bimodule. We have just proved that

Jl = p3t" for some projection p £ Mn(3i), and we must now show that

p £ Mn(ff). Denote by 3?{n) the subalgebra of Mn(M) consisting of all di-

agonal matrices with the same element along the diagonal. Since Jf is a left

^-module, we have SV^JT C Jf or (equivalently) (1 -p)3?Wp3?" = 0. This
implies that (1 -p)32^p = 0; hence, p commutes with the von Neumann alge-

bra 3$^ . It is well known (and easy to verify) that the commutant of 31^ is

Mn(3t') (where 3$' is the commutant of 31); hence, p £ Mn(3l)r\Mn(3f) =

Mn(3lC\3f) = Mn(ff).   U

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We may identify the C* -algebra sf with its image under
the universal representation on some Hilbert space Sf. It is well known, then,
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that each bounded linear functional on sf can be uniquely extended to a weak-

operator continuous linear functional on the weak-operator closure sf of sf

and, consequently, that Sf = Sf C\sf for each convex subset Sf of sf (where

one bar denotes the closure in the weak operator topology and two bars denote

the norm closure; see [4, p. 713]). It is clear that (if n is finite) these properties

hold also for sf"  (in place of sf); in particular, for each a £ sf" we have

WE = tfttn¥d. Let bj£Sf" be such that b $Wd. Then b $ Wd. Since Wd
is an sf -bimodule in sf , by Lemma 2.2 there exists a projection p £ Mn(ff)

(where ff is the centre of sf) such that Wa = psf" . With q = 1 -p , we now

have qa = 0 and qb ± 0 (since b f go). Thus, if c7 (j = 1,..., 77) are
the entries of a suitable row of q , then

(2) tw = °-     EcA^o>
7=1 7=1

and Cj £ ff for each j. Now choose any irreducible representation 77 of

sf such that n(Yf]=x Cjbf) ± 0 (this is possible by elementary C*-theory [10,
p. 147]). Since the centre of each irreducible algebra consists only of scalar

multiples of the identity we have n(Cj) - X} I, where Xj £ C Hence relations

(2) imply
n n

5^Aj7r(fly) = 0   and    ^A;jr(fy)^0
j=\ j=\

or
n n

"^XjOj £ ker7i nsf   and    ^^i; <£ kemnsf.

j=\ 7=1

Thus, with X = (Xx, ... , X„), we have X-b £ [X-a]. This proves the nontrivial

part of the statement in the theorem concerning C* -algebras.

The statement concerning von Neumann algebras follows immediately from

Lemma 2.2: if b £ %?a, then there exists a projection q £ M„(ff) such that

qa = 0 and qb j^ 0; hence, for some row X of q we have X • a = 0 and

X-b^0.   D

The following result is an obvious consequence of Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 2.3. Let sf be a C*-algebra and 38 (sf) the algebra of all bounded
linear operators on sf . Then the closure in the strong operator topology (=point-

norm topology) ofi the algebra I? of all elementary operators on sf (as a subset

of 38 (sf)) consists precisely ofi operators tp £38(sf) that satisfy tp(Sf) C Sf

for each closed ideal Sf in sf .
If sf  is a von Neumann algebra, then I? is a dense subset of the space of

all bounded module endomorphisms of sf over the centre ff equipped with the

point-weak operator topology. (Here the point-weak operator topology on 38 (sf)

is defined by the family of seminorms ip -> \(y/(a)cl, n)\, where t, and 77 are

arbitrary vectors from the Hilbert space on which sf is acting.)

An operator tp £ 38(sf) is called a local elementary operator if for each

x £ sf  there exists an elementary operator E (depending on x) such that
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tpx = Ex. Larson and Sourour observed in [5] that for each infinite-dimensional

Banach space 2f there exist on 38(Sf) nonelementary local elementary oper-

ators. Corollary 2.3 implies that on C*-algebras local elementary operators can

be strongly approximated by elementary operators.

To study the range inclusion problem for elementary operators, we shall need

a sharper form of Proposition 1.1 for factors, but to prove it, we need a lemma.

Lemma 2.4. Let sf be a unital prime C*-algebra (or, more generally, a unital

complex ultraprime Banach algebra in the sense [9]), g the algebra of all elemen-

tary operators on sf , 5? a finite-dimensional subspace ofi sf , and b £ sf\Sf.

Then there exists E £ g such that ES* = 0 and Eb ^ 0.

Proof. The proof is by an induction on the dimension 77 of S*. First assume

that 77 = 1, and choose a nonzero element a £ S?. If for each E £ g the

condition Ea = 0 implies Eb = 0, then the correspondence Ea —► Eb is

a well-defined sf -bimodule homomorphism from the ideal ga to sf , which

maps a to b . By [7, Proposition 2.5] (or, if sf is a general ultraprime Banach

algebra, by [9, Theorem 4.1]) each such homomorphism is necessarily a multi-

plication by certain yeC. Hence we have b = ya; but this is in contradiction

with b £ S". Hence there exists an E £ g such that Ea = 0 and Eb ^ 0.

Now let 77 be any positive integer, assume inductively that the lemma holds

for all subspaces of dimension at most 77, and let S* be an arbitrary (77 + 1)-

dimensional subspace of sf . Choose a basis {ax, ... , a„, a} for Sf and

denote by Ef~ the span of {ax, ... , af}. By the inductive hypothesis there

exists F £ g such that FST = 0 and Fb ± 0. If Fb $ CFa, then (by
the already proved case n = 1) there exists G £ g such that GFa = 0 and

GFb ^ 0; hence, E = GF satisfies ESf — 0 and Eb ^ 0. Thus we may
assume that Fb = aFa for some a £ C. Put c - b - aa and note that

Fc = 0. Then c £ S' (since b £ S*). Hence by the inductive hypothesis

there exists H £ g such that H3~ = 0 and 77c ^ 0. Since sf is a prime

algebra and Fa ^ 0, He ± 0, there exists d £ sf such that F(a)dH(c) f 0.
Finally, let E £g be defined by

Ex = -F(x)dH(a) + F(a)dH(x)       (x£sf).

Then Ea = 0, ES' = 0 (since F3r = 0 and H^ = 0), and

Eb = E(c + aa) = Ec = -F(c)dH(a) + F(a)dH(c) = F(a)dH(c) £ 0.   □

In the proof of our last two results we shall also use the following observation:

if ^ (k = 1, 2, ...) is an increasing sequence of projections in a factor sf

and e £ sf is a projection such that fk<e for each k, then f < e, where

/ = \l^f=xfik ■ If all projections f^ are finite, this follows from [12, Lemma

2.2, p. 310]. If some fk is infinite, then the observation follows from the fact

that any two infinite cyclic projections in a factor are equivalent [4, p. 414], by

noting that the cardinal number of cyclic summands in / is less than or equal

to the cardinal number of cyclic summands in e (since / = fi+YJk=\(fk+\ ~fik)

and fk+x - fik<e, fi<e).

Proposition 2.5. Let sf be a von Neumann factor, Sf a closed ideal in sf ,

and ax, ... , an elements of sf linearly independent modulo Sf. Then there

exist ideals Sj   (j = I, ... , n) in sf such that J?s D Sf for each j (where the
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symbol D is used in the strict sense; that is, J2/ ^ Sf) and

(3) i^2 0J%
7=1

where a = (ax, ... , a„).

Proof. The proof is again by an induction on n . In the case 77 = 1 it suffices

to prove that the ideal (ax) generated by ax contains Sf. Since ax £ Sf,

we see (using the polar decomposition of ax and the spectral theorem) that

the spectral projection e of |ai| corresponding to a certain positive interval

satisfies e d. f% and e £ (ax). Hence it suffices to prove that Sf C (e). For

this, it suffices to show that b £ (e) for each positive b in Sf. For each

k = 1, 2, ... , let fk  be the spectral projection of b corresponding to the

interval [l/k, \\b\\]. Then / = Vfcli A is the range projection of b; hence,
b — fib. From fik £ Sf, e ^ Sf, and the fact that any two projections in a

factor are comparable [4, p. 408], it follows that fik -< e for each k; hence,

fi <e . This implies that f £ (e); therefore, we have b = fb £ (e).

Now let 77 > 1. If we can prove that there exists an E £ g such that

(4) Eaj = 0 for ; = 1,..., n - 1   and   Ea„ i Sf,

then by a previous paragraph (applied to Ea„) we have

WaDg(0, ... ,0,Ean) = 0®---®0e(Ean) D 0® • • • ® 0® Jf,

and by applying the same arguments also to other components, the proposition

follows. To prove (4), assume, to the contrary, that the condition Eaj = 0 for

j = I, ... , n - I implies that Ean £ Sf . Then the map

<p:g(ax,...,an_x)^sf/Sf,

f(Eax,...,Ean-X) = Ean+Sf       (E £ g)

is a well-defined homomorphism of F-modules. By the inductive hypothesis

we have <£(ax, ... , an-X) 2 Sf"~x. The components tpj of the restriction

of tp to Sf"~x are g*-module homomorphisms from Sf to sf /Sf; hence,

tpj = 0 for each ; = 1, ... , 77 - 1 (since <Pj(Sf) = tpj(SfSf) = Sftpj(Sf) = 0
in sf /Sf). It follows that tp(Sf"~x) = 0; hence, tp induces an ^-module

homomorphism tp: <£(ax, ... , a„-X)/Sf"~x —> sf /Sf. Identifying in the obvi-

ous way g(ax, ... , an-X)/Sf"-x with g(ax + Sf, ..., a„-X + Sf), where #

denotes the algebra of all elementary operators on sf /Sf, we can regard ip

as an ^-module homomorphism from g(ax + Sf, ... , a„-X + Sf) to sf /Sf

such that cp(E(ax +Sf),..., E(an-X + Sf)) = E(an + Sf) (E £ g). In par-

ticular, for any fixed E £ g we have E(an + Sf) = 0 if E(aj + Sf) = 0 for
all j = I,... , n - I. Hence by Lemma 2.4 a„ + Sf must be contained in the

subspace of sf /Sf spanned by {a}+ Sf : j = 1, ... , 77 - 1}, but this is in
contradiction with the assumed linear independence modulo Sf of elements

aj (j = I, ... , n). (Here we have used the fact that sf /Sf is a prime C*-
algebra, since the closed ideals in a factor are linearly ordered by inclusion [4,

p. 451].)   □
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Proposition 2.5 can be useful in studying the question of when the range

of a fixed elementary operator is contained in a given (not necessarily closed)

ideal J? of sf . In the special case J? = 0, Mathieu [7, 9] solved the problem

for general prime C* -algebras and ultraprime Banach algebras. In the case

sf = 38(Sf) the question was studied in [3, 1, 2, 6]; in particular, the case

sf = 38 (Sf) of the following corollary was proved by Apostol and Fialkow [1,

Theorem 3.1].

Corollary 2.6. Let Jf be a (not necessarily closed) ideal in a factor sf , and let

E be an elementary operator on sf defined by

n

Ex = ^2 ajxbj       (x £sf),
7=1

where a = (ax, ... , an) and b = (bx, ... ,bn) are fixed elements in sf" . If

E(sf) CJ? and ax, ... , a„ are linearly independent modulo the norm closure

J? ofi J? then each bj  (j - I, ... , n) must be in J2".

Proof. We shall prove that bx £ J2"; the proof that bj £ J7 for ;' > 1 is the
same. By Proposition 2.5 there exists an elementary operator F , say

m

Fx = ^ UjXVj (x £Sf),

i=\

where Uj, Vj £ sf are fixed, such that

(5) Faj• = 0 for j = 2, ... , n   and   Fax <£ J2".

Since by hypothesis E(sf) C J? and J2" is an ideal, we have Yf7=\ utE(ViX) £
J? for all x £ sf , which can be written as

m n

^2 ui YI aJvixbj € J2" (X £ Sf).
i=i     7=1

Reversing the order of summation and using (5) we obtain that (Fax )xbx £ J2"

for all x £ sf . Denoting Fax by a and bx by b, we now have

(6) asfbcj?   and   a $ ~J ^

and we must prove that this implies that b £jr .

Using the polar decomposition of a and b* and the spectral theorem for

\a\ = yja*a it follows from (6) by classical arguments (see [4, §6.8]) that for

some spectral projection e of \a\ we have

esf\b*\ cjf   and   e £ ~J.

For each k = 1,2,... let fik be the spectral projection of \b"\ corresponding

to (l/k, oo). Since any two projections in a factor are comparable [4, p. 408],

there are now two cases: (i) e < fk for some positive integer k ; (ii) fik -< e for

each k ; but, from esf\b*\ C/we have esf fk C J7 for each k . Hence in the

first case it follows that e £ Jf (since e — eufiku* £ J?u* c j? ( where u £ sf

is a partial isometry with initial projection contained in fk and final projection

e), which is in contradiction with e $. J? . Thus, only case (ii) occurs. Since
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fik < e for all k, the range projection / = \j°f=x fik of \b*\ satisfies fi < e.
Denoting by v a partial isometry with initial projection / and final projection

contained in e, we have \b*\ = f\b*\ = v*ev\b*\ £ J2" (since esf\b*\ C J2").
Hence b £ Jf by polar decomposition.   D
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